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Fitting Instructions - Step 1

1 Decide where your display will start - (We would advise working left to right)

2 Attach the first top ceiling connector - to your ceiling - see 3

3 Warning = Top connectors supports all the weight so, ensure a secure fitting!

4 Secure the cable to the ceiling connector - and let it hang loose

Fitting Instructions - Step 2

1 When deciding the location of the next cable

2 We would recommend that you lay the acrylic on the floor and attach the required grippers to it

3 Once you have them attached - measure the gap between the gripper cable holding section on both grippers (left & right)

4 You now have the correct measurement!

5 Now connect cable two to the top windowsill or ceiling

6 At this point you should have two cables hanging and single and double grippers attached

Fitting Instructions - Step 3

1 Pending on the type of grippers supplied - some connect from the side and some slide onto the cable

Let's assume your grippers slide in from the side…..

2 Now connect your first acrylic using the grippers onto the cables

Just remember to add single grippers on the outside cables and double grippers on the central cables

3 Now with a small spirit level - make finer adjustments to level out the acrylic

Fitting Instructions - Step 4

1 All additional cables - just repeat steps 1 to 3

Fitting Instructions - Step 5

1 Let's assume you have 1x row of acrylics going left to right

2 Now decide on the wanted gap below each acrylic and add the 2nd row

Ideally - keep this wanted gap the same and add the 3rd row

Fitting Instructions - Step 5

1 Bottom connector, plumb the cable and mark on the required connection area, now secure with a screw

2 Attach the cable to the bottom connector + keep repeating until the bottom cables are all connected

3 Of course you will need to cut-out any excess cable - take your time here as once cut - it's cut!

4 Now check all acrylics with the spirit level, once finer adjustments are done - That's it
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3 x A3 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics 6 x A3 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics

3 x A4 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics 3 x A4 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics

3 x Cables - Window Cables 4M or Wall Cables 3M 4 x Cables - Window Cables 4M or Wall Cables 3M

12 x Single Grippers 12 x Single Grippers

6 x Double Grippers 12 x Double Grippers
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            A4P Acrylic Sizes

           A3L Acrylic Sizes

6 x A3 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics

6 x A4 Portrait or Landscape Acrylics

5 x Cables - Window Cables 4M or Wall Cables 3M

12 x Single Grippers

18 x Double Grippers
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